
 

Flight Cost Only Ownership 

 

[Aircraft Ownership Entity] recently purchased a Piper Turbo 

Saratoga, and would like to invite partner-owners to buy into 

aircraft ownership at a rate called “Flight Cost Only Ownership”.   

 

The Flight Cost Only rate is based strictly on the partner’s 

projected annual flight time, with no additional ownership 

expense (cash outlays) for aircraft insurance, hangar, avionics 

data, inspections, maintenance or oil changes. 

 

The acquisition cost of the Turbo Saratoga was $181,000, and the 

ownership cost per hour is $280 (1).   

 

Thus, a partner who joins the aircraft ownership LLC to fly 25 

hours per year will buy in at $7,000 ($280 cost per hour x 25 flight 

hours per year), and owns a 3.87% share in the aircraft ($7,000 

buy-in capital contribution / $181,000 aircraft value). 

 



 

All aircraft owners can depreciate their ownership shares if the 

aircraft is used for business purposes (2), and each owner pays for 

the fuel and travel expenses associated with aircraft use. 

 

See the attached aircraft ownership LLC operating agreement and 

aircraft operating requirements for more information on the 

Flight Cost Only Ownership program. 

 

--- 

(1)  Ownership cost per hour is calculated by dividing total annual overhead 

(insurance, hangar, avionics data, inspections, maintenance and oil 

changes) by total projected annual flight hours on the aircraft, plus 

engine/prop overhaul allocation per hour.  Operating cost per hour is a 

different calculation based on fuel/oil burn and contract pilot or instructor 

fees, if applicable.  The average fuel/oil cost per hour for the Turbo 

Saratoga is about $90. 

 

(2)  The MACRS depreciation schedule is 5 years on aircraft used for 

qualified business purposes, and 100% depreciation is available in Year 1 if 

aircraft use is 50% business, per the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017.   

 



 

Aircraft depreciation is allocated based on each owner’s percentage share 

in the aircraft ownership entity, i.e. a 3.87% owner that contributes $7,000 

at aircraft buy-in can claim $1,400 in annual depreciation expense over 5 

years, or $7,000 in Year 1 if the aircraft is used for 50% business.   

 

Flight Cost owners will pay this buy-in amount (projected annual flight 

hours x ownership cost per hour) each year they are members of the 

aircraft ownership entity as overhead contribution (plus additional amounts 

based on flight hours used beyond the projected annual flight hours, if 

applicable), but only the Year 1 buy-in capital contribution can be claimed 

as depreciation expense. 

 

--- 


